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Challenge Challenge
Iff it seems to us productive to bring together writers and thinkers who draw on
similarr intellectual traditions, this is not merely on hermeneutic grounds becausee it helps us to understand their work, to fill in, by cross-reference the
lacunaee where an underlying thought has been taken for granted. Rather, by
stagingg an imaginary dialogue between two authors we want to become alert to
issuess that, endemic to the thought of the one, might form a challenge to the
thoughtt of the other. This work started as the search for such a challenge to the
thoughtt of Jacques Derrida: a search that might be found in literature, and that
wouldd put to test his ideas about the latter - not an easy task considering that
Derridaa to a large extent owes his fame to his remarkably

insightful

interpretationss of literary works. The idea of confronting Derrida's understanding
off literature with the work of Samuel Beckett was born the moment I read
Derrida'ss response to an interview question about Beckett posed by Derek
Attridgee (who was relaying it on behalf of one of his students), which I quote
heree in its entirety.

D.A.:: Let me move on to some specific authors and texts. In an
intervieww you once mentioned Samuel Beckett along with other writers
11
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whosee texts "make the limits of our language tremble." As far as I'm
aware,, you've never written on Beckett: is this a future project, or are
theree reasons why you have observed this silence?
J.D.:: Very rapidly. This is an author to whom I feel very close, or to
whomm I would like to feel myself very close; but also too close.
Preciselyy because of this proximity, it is too hard for me, too easy and
tooo hard. I have perhaps avoided him a bit because of this
identification.. Too hard also because he writes - in my language, in a
languagee which is his up to a point, mine up to a point (for both of us it
iss a "differently" foreign language) - texts which are both too close to
mee and too distant for me even to be able to "respond" to them. How
couldd I write in French in the wake of or "with" someone who does
operationss on this language which seem to me so strong and so
necessary,, but which must remain idiomatic? How could I write, sign,
countersignn performatively texts which "respond" to Beckett? How
couldd I avoid the platitude of a supposed academic metalanguage? It is
veryy hard. You will perhaps say to me that for other foreign authors like
Kafka,, Celan, or Joyce, I attempted it. Yes, at least attempted. Let's not
speakk of the result. I had a kind of excuse or alibi: I write in French,
fromm time to time I quote the German or the English, and the two
writings,, the "performative signatures," are not only incommensurable
inn general, that goes without saying, but above all without a "common
language,"" at least in the ordinary sense of the term. Given that Beckett
writess in a particular French, it would be necessary, in order to
"respond"" to his oeuvre, to attempt writing performances that are
impossiblee for me (apart from a few stammering [and thus oral] tries in
somee seminars devoted to Beckett in the last few years). I was able to
riskk linguistic compromises with Artaud, who also has his way of loving
andd violating, or loving violating a certain French language of its
language.. But in Artaud (who is paradoxically more distant, more
foreignn for me than Beckett) there are texts which have permitted me
writingg transactions. Whatever one thinks of their success or failure, I
havee given myself up to them and published them. That wasn't possible
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forr me with Beckett, whom I will thus have "avoided" as though I had
alwayss already read him and understood him too well.2

Inn what way could the work of Beckett (who incidentally was himself not unfamiliar
withh the work of Derrida: in his L'amitié de Beckett, André Bernold mentions that he
discussedd with Beckett the work of Derrida at length in the early to mid 1980s3) fall
beyondd the scope of literature as understood by Derrida? The two reasons Derrida
givess for his incapacity to respond to Beckett seem unsatisfactory. At first, he blames
hiss sense of being in excessive proximity (and even "identification") to/with Beckett.
Inn fact, Derrida says, it was easier to write on Artaud, whom Derrida experienced as
"paradoxically,, more distant, more foreign" than Beckett. Yet this appears less
paradoxicall than it might seem when we consider that a strategy pursued by Derrida
whenn commenting on many texts is to demonstrate an inherent naïveté, or at least an
unexpectedd ambiguity at work in a given text (after all this is considered to be a
deconstructivee gesture par excellence: the demonstration of the impossibility of
permanentlyy excluding the excluded, the demonstration of its return, often even as
thee necessary presupposition): when he writes on Celan he questions the possibility
off a unique event, when on Artaud - he dismantles his na'fve desire of absolute
presencee on the stage, on Blanchot - to show how his writing on death is actually a
triumphh of life. Obviously, Derrida cannot do this with respect to a text that stands in
absolutee proximity to his thought without sabotaging his own philosophical enterprise.
However,, this in itself does not preclude any possibility of a comment - after
all,, Derrida could uphold a work that is remarkably close to his own enterprise as
paradigmaticc of his own ideas, as happened in the case of his essay on Kafka's
"Beforee the Law." The excessive proximity thus not providing a sufficient explanation,
Derridaa ventures an additional reason for the difficulty he experiences in commenting
onn Beckett: the shared language. Contrary to what common sense might lead us to
expect,, shared language is a disadvantage in Derrida's project of commenting on
literaryy works. Derrida treats his operating in a language other than that of the work
uponn which he is commenting as an alibi (in its literal sense, "elsewhere"), necessary

22
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too preserve untouched the idiom of the other work: there must be no "common
language"" between the two.
Itt is not at all clear why this rule of incommensurability, "no common language"
seemss to be so pertinent to Derrida who after all commented on Mallarmé, Genet,
Blanchot,, Flaubert and in one breath immediately admits to being capable of
"linguisticc compromises" with Artaud. The interviewer himself does not seem to be
thoroughlyy satisfied with this answer and presses on:

D.A.:: Is there a sense in which Beckett's writing is already so
"deconstructive,"" or "self-deconstructive," that there is not much left to
do? ?
J.D.:: No doubt that's true. A certain nihilism is both interior to
metaphysicss (the final fulfillment of metaphysics, Heidegger would say)
andd then, already, beyond. With Beckett in particular, the two
possibilitiess are in the greatest possible proximity and competition. He
iss nihilist and he is not nihilist. Above all, this question should not be
treatedd as a philosophical problem outside or above the texts. When I
foundd myself, with students, reading some Beckett texts, I would take
threee lines, I would spend two hours on them, then I would give up
becausee it would not have been possible, or honest, or even
interesting,, to extract a few "significant" lines from a Beckett text. The
composition,, the rhetoric, the construction and the rhythm of his works,
evenn the ones that seem the most "decomposed," that's what "remains"
finallyy the most "interesting," that's the work, that's the signature, this
remainderr which remains when the thematics is exhausted (and also
exhausted,, by others, for a long time now, in other modes).
Withh Joyce, I was able to pretend to isolate two words (He war
orr yes, yes); with Celan, one foreign word (Shibboleth); with Blanchot,
onee word and two homonyms {pas). (...)4

Onlyy in this second response do we get a glimpse of what it might be that
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permitss Derrida's "writing transactions" with Artaud but makes them impossible
withh Beckett. Derrida confesses that, whereas he did manage to "isolate"
significantt words in Joyce, Celan, Blanchot, he attempted in vain to extract
"significantt lines" from Beckett. The attempt described here fits perfectly with
Derrida'ss conception of literature as an economical use of language, permitting
onee to say everything by means of encoding, to set up an archive in a minimal
space:: a word, a date so "economically" powerful that it would be able to gather
inn itself the maximum of possible figures, references and meanings. ("The
economyy of literature sometimes seems to me more powerful than that of other
typess of discourse," says Derrida in the same interview). This economical motif thee gathering of a multiplicity of meanings in a singular trait -- constitutes half of
Derrida'ss conception of literature (the other half being the reflection of the literary
workk on its own universality), the whole presenting itself as an interaction of the
singularr and the universal. If we are to accept Derrida's response as having an
explanatoryy value then we must assume that it was not possible for Derrida to
makee "transactions" with Beckett because his texts failed to provide an
economicallyy potent and thus "significant" word, date or phrase - in other words,
becausee they failed to provide the singular moment, to which Derrida could
respondd in a pertinent way.
Obviously,, it cannot be excluded that Derrida will address Beckett's work
inn the future: I am merely interested in the reasons why he has "given up on
writingg in the direction of Beckett - for the moment,"5 i.e., within the scope of his
philosophicall project as of now. Suffice to say that in the period of time between
thee interview and the present, Derrida has on various occasions been asked to
appearr on conferences devoted to Beckett - and has always refused, giving similar
reasons.. In 1994 Derrida was invited to contribute to a special edition of the Journal
ofof Beckett Studies "Beckett in France" and, again, turned down the invitation, writing
courteouslyy that he was unable "not only but in particular because of my inability to
writee something that Beckett would deserve."6 This refusal, since it would be difficult
too find a more attractive opportunity to experiment with Beckett (the special edition,
whichh started with the idea of a special issue on Gilles Deleuze and Beckett, soon
4

Derrida,, "This Strange Institution Called Literature," 61-62.
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evolvedd into a presentation of a broader spectrum of very innovative approaches to
Beckett,, including a contribution by Badiou) seems to suggest that Derrida has given
upp on the idea of writing on Beckett for good.
However,, my concern is not merely to establish the reasons that might
hinderr Derrida in his attempts to give a reading of Beckett. I am interested in
whatt this impediment says about literature and in what way this could present
itselff as a challenge to Derrida's concept of literature. With this question, the
presentt work would like to place itself within the province of Beckett studies that
isis interested in the relation of Beckett's work to philosophy (that area indicated
byy the contributions of Adorno, Blanchot, Butler, Connor, Deleuze, Hill, Locatelli -- for a more extensive list see Anthony Uhlmann7), and within those discussions
off Derrida that pertain to the interest of this philosopher of literature. More
generally,, by discussing Derrida's approach to literature and addressing some
recentt philosophical interpretations of Beckett, I would like to contribute to the
discoursee that investigates the relation between philosophy and literature.
Derrida'ss statements on Beckett in the interview with Derek Attridge
provokedd in one Beckett critic an almost vehement response under the sweeping
titlee "At Beckett's Grave (or Why Jacques Derrida Has Given Up on Writing in the
Directionn of Beckett -for the moment)." In this manifesto-like comment that
arguess for "reestablishing] the sense of an authorial and human presence in
[Beckett's]] works,"8 and regretfully announces that "we obviously lack clearly
workedd out methodologies for dealing with Beckett's art," the author - who,
incidentally,, is also the author of the chapter "Beckett and the Philosophers" in
thee prestigious Cambridge Companion to Beckett (1994) - ends up by accusing
Neww Criticism, and Derrida with it, of "totalizing claims which (...) sweepingly
proclaimm the death of the author." Whereas it is true that the complex issue of
thee author in Beckett is largely unresolved, nothing is less true than that Derrida
takess the idea of the "death of the author" for granted -his Parages in particular
testifyy to the contrary (and might even turn out to be helpful to the discussion of
thee authorial issues in Beckett). Not to mention that in Signsponge, Derrida
speakss emphatically of "that death or omission of the author of which, as is
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certainlyy the case, too much of a case has been made"("cette mort ou omission
dee I'auteur dont on fait, c'est Ie cas de le dire, trap grand cas").9 This should
indicatee the amount of misunderstanding and unresolved issues we are going to
encounterr in the Beckett - Derrida domain.

BeckettBeckett and the Philosophers
Lett us consider what the Beckett scholars address as the "vexed but
fundamentall question of Beckett's relationship to the philosophers."10 At stake is
nott even so much the issue of Beckett's philosophical erudition, the traces of
whichh emerge now and then in his work (Guelinx, Descartes, Spinoza,
Schopenhauer,, Heidegger, Wittgenstein -- the latter despite Beckett's explicit
deniall of any familiarity with his work -- are perhaps the names of philosophers
mostt often cited in connection with Beckett), as the nature of his own, quite
originall experiment and its meaning for philosophy. Only that explains why for
decadess various philosophers undertook readings of Beckett's oeuvre: a brief
glancee at Beckett bibliography will suffice to see that throughout the years, many
attemptss have been made to read Beckett by philosophers, through philosophy,
orr for philosophy - providing a starting point for philosophical inquiry. Some of
thosee contributions are very short or function as a part of larger argument but
aree influential enough to merit mention nevertheless. Among those who wrote on
Beckettt early on, between the fifties and the seventies, were Bataille, Blanchot,
Cavell,, Adorno, Kristeva, Cixous and Foucault (who referred to Beckett in the
openingg lines of his influential essay "What is an Author?").11 The eighties
broughtt responses from Deleuze, Nussbaum, Ricoeur and Lyotard.12 That
99

Jacques Derrida, Signéponge/Signsponge, trans. Richard Rand (New York: Columbia University Press, 1984),
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Georges Bataille, "Le Silence de Molloy," Critique 7 (1951): 387-96; Maurice Blanchot, "OLI maintenant? Qui
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decadee brought also numerous publications devoted to exploring relations
betweenn Beckett and particular philosophers (Beckett and Schopenhauer,
Beckettt and Nietzsche, Beckett and Heidegger and Beckett and Baudrillard).13 In
thee nineties, Badiou and Deleuze gave intriguing interpretations of Beckett and
againn Blanchot published a short text. Further, Beckett scholars and literary
criticss also realized that they could not circumvent the philosophical issues in
Beckett'ss work: Perloff wrote on Beckett and Wittgenstein, Uhlmann on Beckett
andd the "post-structuralists" (especially Foucault), and, quite recently, Richard
Lanee edited a book gathering contributions on Beckett and philosophers from
Nietzschee to Badiou. 14
Withh her Wittgenstein's Ladder: Poetic Language and the Strangeness of the
Ordinary,Ordinary, literary critic Marjorie Perloff pleads for a more analytic approach, trying to
counteractt this overwhelmingly "continental" (with the exception of Cavell's essay)
receptionn of Beckett's work. The book has been received as a turn away from socalledd "theory," the word that for Perloff is almost synonymous with Derrida, towards
thee anti-theory that she associates with a Wittgensteinian mode of investigation.
Finally,, next to the continental-analytic debate, a case apart among the
philosophicall approaches to Beckett is the work of Alain Badiou, at odds with "all
threee of the great currents of twentieth-century philosophy - the analytic philosophy
descendedd from logical positivism and the later Wittgenstein, the hermeneutics
variouslyy inspired by Dilthey, Heidegger, and Gadamer, and the poststructuralism
developedd by Derrida and Lyotard."15 I leave aside the question whether it makes
sensee to adhere to the strict division between the hermeneutic and the
"poststructuralist"" strands of the continental thought; what this citation makes clear is
thee radical otherness of Badiou's approach. Indifferent to the anti-Platonic crusade of
1992);; Nussbaum - a reading of Beckett as an exercise in deconstructing emotions, Martha Nussbaum,
"Narrativee Emotions: Beckett's Genealogy of Love," Ethics January (1988).; Ricoeur referred to the
examplee of Beckett in Time and Narrative (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1984-1988); Lyotard
writess about Beckett in "Scapeland"(Jean-Francois Lyotard, L'inhumain (Paris: Galilee, 1988)).
133
Beckett and Schopenhauer (Ulrich Pothast, Die eigentlich metaphysische Tatigkeit. Ober
SchopenhauersSchopenhauers Asthetik und ihre Anwendung durch Samuel Beckett (Frankfurt am Main: Suhrkamp,
1982)),, Beckett and Nietzsche (Jacquart, 1983), Beckett and Heidegger (Lance St.-J Butler, Samuel
BeckettBeckett and the Meaning of Being (London: Macmillan Press, 1984)), Beckett and Baudrillard (Watt,
1987). .
144
Alain Badiou, "L'écriture du générique: Samuel Beckett," in Conditions (Paris: Seuil, 1992); Alain
Badiou,, Beckett; L'increvable desir (Paris: Hachette, 1995); Deleuze, "L'épuisé," in Gilles Deleuze,
CritiqueCritique et clinique (Paris: Minuit, 1993); Maurice Blanchot, "Oh tout finir," Critique 46 519-20 (1990): 6357;; Marjorie Perloff, "Witt-Watt: The Language of Resistance/ The Resistance of Language,"in
Wittgenstein'sWittgenstein's Ladder (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1996); Uhlmann, Beckett and Poststructuralismstructuralism ; Richard Lane, ed. Beckett and Philosophy, (Houndmills (etc.): Pakjrave, 2002).
155
Peter Hallward, Badiou. A Subject to Truth (Minneapolis, London: University of Minnesota Press, 2003), xxiv.
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thee recent continental thought, Badiou takes Plato (his particular reading of Plato,
thatt is) as his example and a guiding hand. Having charged Heidegger and most of
thee contemporary French thinkers including Derrida, with the "fetishism of literature,"16
--- "since Nietzsche, all philosophers claim to be poets, they all envy poets, they are
wishfull poets or approximate poets, or acknowledged poets, as we see with
Heidegger,, but also with Derrida or Lacoue-Labarthe"17 - Badiou sets out to free
philosophyy from what he sees as its subservience to literature, without however
renouncingg the interest in literature. One of Badiou's examples being Beckett, I will
inquiree to what extent Beckett's work contributes to Badiou's project of a critique of
thee relation of philosophy (and of Derrida in particular) to literature.

TheThe Relationship between Philosophy and Literature
"Youu are not a serious philosopher! If you continue, you will be placed in a
departmentt of (...) literature,"18 cautions an imaginary opponent in Derrida's
dialoguee entitled Monolingualism of the Other. The apparently excessive
importancee he attaches to the potential of literature to question philosophical
discoursee often awakens in Derrida scholars the urge to shelter his image from such
"obscure"" areas as the literary. They find it necessary to separate his thought from
thiss part of his interests, to treat him as becomes a "serious philosopher," to protect
him,, against his own choices and interests, from what he himself, amused,
addressess as the risk of being relegated to a "department of rhetoric or literature."
Thiss warning, or risk, can only be intimidating if "a serious philosopher"
experiencess it as a menace.
Andd indeed, many a self-respecting philosopher takes the threat of being
relegatedd to the department of literature very seriously. It is one thing to admire
literature,, having an alibi of operating in a distinct region of the philosophical
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discourse.. It is another to be exiled from that region to a discipline that has as its
taskk to understand and explain literature. For, the "serious philosopher" will say,
itt is a discipline in which rhetoric is stronger than sustained argument, a
disciplinee that deals with the practically lawless (for its singular law eludes us).
Andd if we agree that it is lawless, does this not make it therewith open (or
closed)) either equally to everyone, or worse - arbitrarily and whimsically?
Butt can philosophy do without the examination of literature? The
controversiall relation between philosophy and literature is known to have
oscillatedd between such dramatically opposite positions as Plato's suggestion to
banishh the poets from the ideal state and Richard Rorty's perception of
philosophyy as a genre of literature. The controversy is by no means recent: to
makee literature disappear was one of the very early desires of philosophy -Plato'ss Republic testifies to this.19 Even though Plato's argument can hardly be
foundd convincing by contemporary readers of literature - as Gadamer already
pointedd out20 -- the impact of that ancient condemnation of poetry is, rightly or
wrongly,, still felt. The often-heard complaint from the departments of aesthetics
iss that, after Plato,

[t]hee history of philosophy has alternated between the analytical effort
too ephemeralize and hence defuse art, or, to allow a degree of validity
too art by treating it as doing what philosophy itself does, only
uncouthly.21 1

Besidess Plato, Kant too is being addressed here, on the grounds that his notion
off "purposiveness without a purpose"22 refuses art any bearing on life, and
Hegel,, for presenting art as "philosophy in one of its self-alienated forms,

199
Contrary to what is often thought, Socrates' condemnation of poets reported in the dialogue does not
hingee only on the argument that poetry is imitation "thrice removed from the truth" ("must we not infer that
alll those poetical individuals, beginning with Homer, are only imitators: they copy images of virtue and the
likee but the truth they never reach?"19). Imitation can still be vindicated provided it serves to display the
exemplaryy ethos. The ultimate argument is pedagogic: since the poet, in his role of an imitator is
moreover,, "concerned with an inferior part of the soul (...), we shall be right in refusing to admit him (the
poet)) into a well-ordered Sate, because he awakens and nourishes and strengthens the feelings and
impairss the reason." Republic, X [605a- 605b].
200
Hans-Georg Gadamer, "Plato and the Poets," in Dialogue and Dialectic: Eight Hermeneutical Studies on Plato
(Neww Haven, London: Yale University Press, 1980), 41.
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Arthur C. Danto, Philosophical Disenfranchisement of Art (New York: Columbia University Press, 1986), 1-21.
222
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thirstingg for clarity as to its own nature." In other words, Hegel attempts to
demonstratee that "art is philosophy in its embryonic form."23
Especiallyy when applied to Hegel, such an interpretation can be
questionedd or at least lends itself to be modified in a significant way. What if
literaturee were like a thorn in philosophy's side from the very beginning, forcing it
too develop a whole defense mechanism, a mechanism that we now consider to
bee the essence of philosophy? The status of literature would no longer be merely
thatt of historical precedence (by virtue of which art is now overtaken by the
philosophyy for which it paved the way) but rather the inalienable priority of a
quasi-transcendentall kind. To understand literature would be for philosophy to
understandd its own forgotten and feared premises. One corollary of such a shift
inn perception would be not only that literature can function as a field of
philosophicall inquiry but also that philosophy needs to examine its own relation
too literature.
Onn the other hand, there is another way of looking at the relation between
philosophyy and literature: not in terms of philosophy's responding to the crisis
causedd by literature (this is how we could interpret Plato's concern with the
"demoralizing"" effects of literature) but of literature's responding to the crisis in
philosophy..

The

latter

is

what

happened

during

the

first

significant

rapprochementt between philosophy and literature in the early German Romantic
movement.. The authors of The Literary Absolute made it clear that Romanticism,
andd in particular Friedrich Schlegel's attempt to elaborate a concept of the
"fragment"" published in 1798-1800 in the journal Athenaeum (pursued later
underr the title "Ideas" but also preserved in about ninety remaining notebooks)
"iss comprehensible only on a philosophical basis, in its proper and unique
articulationn with the philosophical."24 Jena Romanticism, as it is called now, is of
importancee to us because it can be treated as the origin of the modern notion of
literaturee that at the same time is inextricably linked to philosophy. Nancy and
Lacoue-Labarthe'ss reading of the Athenaeum "Fragments" shows literature to
havee originated as a response to a certain philosophical crisis (namely, the
Kantiann interest in the presentation of Ideas, which can be seen as a project
233

Mark Edmundson, Literature against Philosophy, Plato to Derrida (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press,
1995),, 8.
Philippe Lacoue-Labarthe and Jean-Luc Nancy, The Literary Absolute: The Theory of Literature in German
RomanticismRomanticism {Albany, NY: SUNY Press, 1988).
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pursuedd implicitly throughout the three Critiques25). In virtue of its having
originatedd as a response to philosophy, the received concept of literature must to
ann extent be philosophical.
Thesee two examples, one of philosophy establishing itself in a gesture of
self-defensee against literature and the other of the modern notion of literature
establishingg itself in response to philosophy, show that philosophy and literature,
ratherr than competing with each other have from the beginning been engaged in
aa productive exchange. The later Heidegger pushed this idea to the extreme, by
claimingg that as much as the task of the poet is quasi-philosophical, the task of
thee philosopher is quasi-poetic: "all thinking is dichtend ('inventive'), but not all
thinkingg is dichterisch ("poetic") nor is it denkerisch ("thoughtful'). But great
philosophyy is denkerisch-dichterisch, both thoughtful and poetic."26 This postulate
becamee especially relevant after the Kehre, which required a transformation of
languagee from propositional to poetic: it was after all - as Heidegger himself
acknowledgedd in the "Letter on Humanism" - the problem of language that made
himm interrupt the itinerary he set with Being and Time. In Heidegger's eyes only
"poietic"" language was able to present an alternative to the metaphysical
languagee of Being and Time, and to succeed in saying Being as Time, in its
historicityy (Seynsgeschichtlichkeit).27
Howw does one embark on a project concerning the relation between
literaturee and philosophy? To approach it by defining the two domains (i.e., by
determiningg or identifying their essential qualities) would be self-defeating,
consideringg that, even if we assume that it is possible to pinpoint the qualities
thatt are essential for philosophical discourse (e.g., sustained argument, clarity of
exposition),, this is not possible for literature — since it is the destination of
literaturee to overcome and exceed its own essence. At least, this is the
destinationn of a certain kind of literature. It does not hold for all of what is
commonlyy taken to belong to the category of literature, but both more and less

Rodolphee Gasché, "Ideality in Fragmentation," Friedrich Schlegel: Philosophical Fragments (Minneapolis,
London:: University of Minnesota Press, 1991), xxix.
Michael Inwood's Heidegger Dictionary, (Oxford: Blackwell, 1999), lemma "poiesis" gives as the source of this
quotee and translation Martin Heidegger, Nietzsche II: The Eternal Recurrence of the Same (San Francisco:
Harperr and Row, 1984), 208. On closer examination the source turned out to be erroneous, I would be grateful
forr suggestions as to where where it might be found (and especially, too, any sources detailing the English
translationn of the terms in question).
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thann that. At stake here are the texts that, in Derrida's words, "make the limits of
ourr language tremble," and that includes works as different as Joyce's Ulysses,
St.. John's Apocalypse and Plato's Phaedo: not all that commonly passes for
literaturee but also not only that. The works named here belong to three different
canonss and not accidentally so, because for Derrida the dividing line between
philosophyy and literature passes not between sets of works commonly
associatedd with those discourses but rather cuts through each individual work.
Thee rethinking of the dividing line in terms of "another criterion (...) can and must
destroyy the great ensembles that give us Plato, Descartes, Kant, Hegel on one side,
andd Homer, Shakespeare, Goethe on the other. (...) The relation to language is
differentt in each case."28 We are urged by Derrida to consider each work's relation to
naturall language as singular, independent of whether it belongs to the canon of
literaturee or philosophy.

Iff we look more closely we shall find a Platonic literature that is not the
literaturee of Hegel, and a Shakespearean philosophy that is not the
philosophyy of Dante, Goethe or Diderot. What we have, then, is an
enormouss research program, in which the received - or receivable categoriess of academic scholarship must not be trusted.29

Accordingg to Derrida, there are no strict divisions and no essential difference
betweenn literature and other discourses. This is not to say that there is no
differencee between those discourses at all. There is no essential difference, but
theree is an institutional difference. It is in virtue of the latter that Derrida can add:

[l]ff literature is somehow privileged here in my eyes, it is on the one
hand,, because it thematizes the event of writing and on the other hand,
becausee of what, in its political history, links literature to the
authorizationn in principle to "say everything" - which in a unique fashion
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relatess it to what we call truth, fiction, simulacrum, science, philosophy,
law,, right and democracy.30

Ass an institution different from other institutions, literature functions
differentlyy from them, setting for itself different goals and standards: to reflect on
thee event of writing, or contest all possible limits to what can be said. In
"thematizingg the event of writing," literature addresses itself, revealing that it is
bothh an institution and a counter-institution {"a la fois institution et contreinstitution"),, taking place in the space of difference that an institution produces
withh itself, ("placée a l'écart de I'institution, a Tangle que I'institution fait avec
elle-mêmee pour s'écarter d'elle-mêmë™). It is this, both self-reflexive and selfdifferingg positioning of itself of literature that allows it to be critical not only with
respectt to itself but also with respect to other institutions. This institutional
affiliation,, which has at least as much to do with the expectations we have with
respectt to literature (with the way we read it) as with the plain content of a
literaryy work, is what still makes it possible for us to retain some distinction
betweenn "philosophy" and "literature."
Derrida'ss claim that literature can say everything (and we can reasonably
takee him to imply here that other institutions, philosophy among them, cannot),
mightt be taken to suggest that the literary prerogative is all-encompassing,
makingg its realm include the realm of philosophy: everything that is said
(includingg philosophy) can be treated as literature, whereas the reverse is not
thee case for philosophy. However, Derrida always speaks of literature in terms of
workss that have a philosophical potential (which would make literature, as he
understandss it, a part of philosophy as much as philosophy is a part of
literature).. One might object that it is not certain that all literary works have this
potentiall - however, Derrida's glossing those works as ones that have the ability
too "say everything" makes them necessarily include philosophy. As long as a
literaryy work is able to "say everything" it must be able to "convey philosophy"
"[S]ii la littérature garde ici quelque privilege è mes yeux, c'est d'une part en raison de ce qu'elle
thématisee de l'événement d'écriture et d'autre part de ce qui, dans son histoire politique, la lie a cette
autorisationn principielle de 'tout dire' qui la rapporte de facon unique è ce qu'on appelle la vérité, la
fiction,, Ie simulacre, la science, la philosophie, la loi, Ie droit, la democratie."Jacques Derrida, "Une "folie"
doitt veiller sur la pensee," Magazine Littéraire 286 (March 1991): 23. Here and in what follows, where the English
sourcee is not provided, the translation is mine.
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(andd hence it can be treated as a philosophical work, or rather as an infinite set
off -- possibly contradicting one another - philosophical works). That is why
Derridaa is able to compare Joyce's project of gathering to the Odyssey of the

PhenomenologyPhenomenology of Spirit.32 In this sense Derrida is not very far from thinking
greatt works in Heidegger's terms, as finding themselves at an intersection of
whatt we commonly associate with literature or philosophy: "denkerischdichterisch." "
Inn making this choice for Derrida's understanding of "literature" I have
alreadyy parted with the idea of literature as a collection of works in different
genress in which it would be possible to discern some steady paradigm or a
formall principle of configuration (for example the paradigm of a (quasi-) plot in
thee genre of the novel). Rather, I am interested in a quite limited group of works
thatt not only succeeded in bringing about a schism or a shift in such paradigm
butt also in "exploding it from within." These are the works of which Derrida says
thatt they "make the limits of our language tremble": including ones by Stéphane
Mallarmé,, James Joyce, Paul Celan, Georges Bataille, Antonin Artaud, Maurice
Blanchot,, Francis Ponge, Edmond Jabès, Franz Kafka - and Samuel Beckett.
Evenn though they belong "institutionally" to the domain of literature, these works
aree all, in the sense that they are a l'écart in the difference of the literary
institution,, where literature "differs from itself," "denkerisch-dichterisch."
Thee texts addressed here not only bear witness to the crisis in the literary
institutionn but also in themselves embody a critical experience of literature. It is
nott enough to say about this kind of literature that it is self-reflexive, for it does
nott suffice to introduce a self-reflexive moment into a literary work in order to
givee it the force required of a genuinely critical experience. The self-reflection
stagedd here is not face-to face, which would make literature closed upon itself
andd indifferent to the outside world, but at an angle, a l'écart, which means that,
inn differing from itself, it is also open to what is beyond it.
Derridaa says about these texts that "the force of their event depends on
thee fact that a thinking about their own possibility (both general and singular) is
putt to work in them in a singular work."33 In other words, the force of literature
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depends,, next to its being self-reflexive and paradigm-breaking, on being
encapsulatedd within a singular achievement. The impact of the literary seems
thuss to be related to the issue of singularity. And the singularity in question is no
longerr the property of a subjective judgment (Kantian singular judgment of
taste34)) but rather of the moment in which the subject and the work encounter
eachh other (what Heidegger calls "subjectity" and Derrida, following Artaud, the
"subjectile').. It looks like a defeat, after attempts to look at literature through the
orderingg focus of paradigms and formal principles, to have to recognize that
whatt is most powerful in literature is that which resists or is marginalized by this
approach.. We will see however that the singular brings with it its own
universality,, in fact, that all claim to universality of the literary work is founded on
thee singular.
Thee singular appears repeatedly in contemporary philosophical reflections
onn literature. It has been addressed not only by Derrida but also, variously
inflected,, by for example Gilles Deleuze, Jean-Luc Nancy and Alain Badiou. I
sayy that the term is variously inflected because with none of the authors named
heree actually defining the term, each of them uses it in a slightly different way.
Forr some, the singular addresses just the unique, "one-time-only," quality of that
whichh is represented. So in Badiou's seemingly traditional approach, poetry is
concernedd primarily with capturing in language the singularity of the presence of
thee sensible: "Fundamentally, a poem addresses not so much a sunset in
generall as this sunset, not so much the color of the tills in general as to the color
off those tills there. The poem never succeeds in this absolutely but this
neverthelesss is its goal.."35 The only change in this definition of poetry, according
too Badiou introduced by the more modern approach, consists in replacing the
singularityy of the sensible by the singularity of the poem itself, the primary aim of
poetryy remaining the absolutization of the singular moment. In this sense
philosophy,, in its concern with truth (the latter understood by Badiou as a
relationn between the singular and universal), situates itself in the extension of
thee poetic concern with singularity. Poetry summons the absolute of the singular

Kant,, Critique of Judgement, 48-51.
"[L]e poème au fond, est dédié non pas tant au coucher de soleil en general qu'a ce coucher de soleil,
nonn pas tant a la couleur de la tuile en general qu'è ce couleur de ces tuiles-tè; il n'y parvient jamais
absolument,, mais c'est quand même sa visée." Alain Badiou, "La poésie en condition de la philosophie,"
Europe:Europe: Revue littéraire mensuelle 78, no. 849-850 (2000): 65-75.
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andd to this extent philosophy relies on the condition in which the poem finds
itself.. Philosophy must recognize that in its work of thought it faces "the
successivesuccessive forms of this experience of incandescence of the visible that the
poemm attempts to capture."36 Whereas Badiou grants that the movement of a
poemm towards the singular (and in consequence towards its own disappearance
andd self-consummation) does not have to be essential to poetry in general (nor
evenn to the sort of poetry he prefers), this kind of poetry epitomizes for him the
taskk of philosophy, the "ethical task of thought," namely to welcome the
unpredictablee (which philosophy must do differently - in a systematic way).
Derrida'ss concern with the singular is by now indisputable: "in his work
fromm the mid-seventies, Derrida has repeatedly raised the possibility of a science
off the singular or the unique."37 The insistence on the notion of singularity is
interestingg in a philosopher who throughout his career developed the idea that
everythingg is iterable,38 claiming that there is no "first time" and no "one time
only."" It signals that next to the philosophy of repetition there is a certain dream
off that which repeatability cannot capture (the absolutely unique and ineffable),
thatt which constantly effaces itself.
Derrida'ss repeated insistence that nothing is absolutely unique (or rather
thatt the absolutely unique is absolutely repeatable) makes describing what the
singularr is a far from easy task. Is it that which resists sub-sumption into general
laws?? is it the idiomatic? The idiosyncratic? We know that for Kant, singularity is
aa property of the judgments of taste: they are subjective judgments (they are not
generallyy objectively valid) in which we refer to the feelings (of pleasure or pain)
causedd by aesthetic objects in an immediate fashion and not by means of
concepts.. They could gain universality by being transformed into concepts but
thenn the representation of their beauty would be lost. Derrida's question is then,
howw does the singularity of the literary work universalize itself without having to
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takee recourse in transformation into concepts? How can we think systematically
somethingg that exists in opposition to the notion of the system? For example in

SignspongeSignsponge we read: "What could a science of the alea be? ...We are at th
thresholdd of such a science, which engages itself in a rather singular relationship
withh the very name of science."39 Derrida's starting point is to dismiss the
dichotomyy of the contingent and the particular vs. conceptual and general, or,
whatt is in fact the same thing, to eschew metalanguage.40 Unlike in Kant's
aestheticc judgments, the singular is for Derrida no longer something on the side
off the subject (a singular judgment), but it is not purely on the side of the object
(Hegel'ss

singular

"this") either.

Rather,

in accordance with

Heidegger's

alternativee for "subjectivity" i.e., "subjectity" (or with what Lacoue-Labarthe and
Nancyy call "subject-work"41) it is an interaction of both, the place where the
subjectt and the object coincide in the work. It is there, in the subjectile, that the
singularr is to be addressed.
Fromm the above we can already see that the singular is not the same as
thee particular (because the particular is always already mediated by a concept or
presupposess a concept). The singular is not mediated in this way. It is starting
fromm this constatation that Hegel sets upon his project of The Phenomenology of
Spirit.Spirit. Yet we know that the Hegelian singular "this" is bound to disappear
becausee it cannot be addressed otherwise than by a universal concept and
therebyy negated in its singularity.42
Derrida'ss interest in the singular does not betoken an attempt to ignore or
refutee this conclusion. Rather, it draws our attention to the fact that also in
Hegel,, this disappearing singular is nevertheless the starting point of the
OdysseyOdyssey of spirit. In other words, even though it is "never given as a fact, an
objectt or existing thing"43 the singular nevertheless has an impact, a potential to
becomee an institution. Which implies that singularity is never punctual, "never
closedd like a point or a fist."44 The question then is not whether, or in what way
wee can grasp something in its absolute singularity (we cannot), but rather, in
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whatt way a singular event can nevertheless affect us. In other words, in what
wayy a highly individual moment (like that of creative work) can have an impact or
"force"" that gives rise to a law or to an institution. Derrida gives an answer on
twoo related levels: the force that the singular mobilizes is differential and
formalizing. .
"Force"" is not a term that appears here accidentally. The "force" in Hegel is
whatt lets the phenomena appear. Hegel's example of such force was electricity
producingg a bolt of lightning. Even though the singular "this" is bound to
disappear,, it can to an extent be recovered when consciousness looks "through
thee mediating play of forces into the true background of things."45 Kojève
explainss in his lectures on Hegel: "an entity revealed by force {Kraft) -- it is the
phenomenonn (Erscheinung)."46 Derrida expresses it more radically: "to say that
forcee is the origin of the phenomenon is to say nothing. By its very articulation
forcee becomes a phenomenon. Hegel demonstrated convincingly that the
explicationn of a phenomenon by a force is a tautology."50 In other words, to
addresss force means for Derrida to address phenomena.
Ass he himself admits, Derrida often takes recourse to the term "force": "in
thee many texts considered "deconstructive," and particularly in certain of those
I'vee published myself, recourse to the word "force" is quite frequent, and in
strategicc places (...) decisive."51 It is enough to note some of the titles of
Derrida'ss essays: "Force of Law," "Force of Mourning," "Force and Signification."
Inn these texts Derrida emphasizes the "differential character of force":

forr me, it is always a question of differential force, of difference as
differencee of force, of force as différance {différance is a force différée455
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différanté),différanté), of the relation between force and form, between force and
signification,, performative force, illocutionary or perlocutionary force, of
persuasivee and rhetorical force.52

Forr Derrida, the notion of differential force (that brings all those aspects
together)) opens the whole phenomenological tradition in that it refers to the
groundss of the determinateness of appearance. When he thus speaks about
literaturee in terms of the "force of the literary event,"53 he addresses the question
off what makes the singular literary event appear, come to presence as a
phenomenon.. Modifying Hegelian metaphor of electricity and the bolt of
lightning,,
intensities."

Gilles
544

Deleuze

says,

"thunderbolts

explode

between

different

This gloss on Hegel that Deleuze uses to explain his notion of

differencee is helpful for understanding what the "differential force" of a literary
eventt might mean. The latter is singular in the sense that there is no fully
determinatee context that would guarantee its "felicity," there is no structure, no
conceptuall network, no convention to which it could take recourse to ensure its
success.. This is not to say that it comes to appear in complete isolation. To the
contrary,, in order to occur as a literary event, it must, to speak with Deleuze,
mobilizee different

contextual

"intensities."

It must

reshuffle

the existent

configurationn of contexts and thereby let the differential force manifest itself (this
wass in a nutshell the core of Derrida's critique of Structuralism in "Force and
Signification":: that it "neutralizes force," and neglects "the link between force and
history"55). .
Derrida'ss emphasis on the overall "differential character of force" seems to
suggestt that this description applies for him to the functioning of all of the forces
namedd above, including those associated with speech

act theory, the

performative,, illocutionary and perlocutionary force. They, too, would be
dependentt on the productive mobilization of differences in intensity, rather than
onn fitting into the right context alone. There is much to be said for the latter view,
nott only as far as literature is concerned but also in the case of jokes. (In this
(Paris:: Galilee, 1994), 20.
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sensee Derrida's insistence on

iterability, in the sense of both repetition and

productivee "othering" -- "iter" meaning "other" -- as a primary condition of
"felicity"" of speech acts can be seen as broadening Austinian context
requirements.. Iterability covers both the condition of fitting into right context
(throughh faithful repetition) and the possibility of exploiting the wrongness of
contextt as in case of jokes. In his "Afterword" to Limited Inc, Derrida states this
inn terms that are stronger still:

theree is never any thing called power or force, but only differences of
powerr and of force. (...) [0]ne must start (...) from difference in order to
accedee to force and not vice versa.56

Thee force of a singular literary event is however not only "differential" - it is
alsoo "formalizing."57 Here the other aspect of force is emphasized. A literary event is
neverr one-time-only: it relies for its success on diverse re-readings on which it
continuess to both differ and reinstate itself (again, the "other" as the root of "iter" in
iterationn has to be kept in mind, every repetition is an "othering" but every "othering"
cann be seen as a repetition). This repetition involves a self-generalization or even
idealizationn (in the Kantian sense) of the literary work. This self-differing of a literary
objectt that allows it to achieve recognition as a literary work independently of its
authorr brings to mind Derrida's early thesis proposal: "The Ideality of the Literary
Object,"" a project he later abandoned.
Derridaa speaks in similar terms about the "force" of the singularity of the
punctum,punctum, when discussing work of Roland Barthes:

Thiss singularity which is nowhere in the field mobilizes everything
everywhere;; it pluralizes itself. (...) I said that the punctum allows itself
too be drawn into metonymy. Actually, it induces it, and this is its force,
orr rather than its force (since it exercises no actual constraint and

Elisabethh Roudinesco, De quoi demain... (Paris: Fayard/Galilée, 2001), 20.
Jacques Derrida, Limited Inc (Evanston: Northwestern University Press, 1988), 149.
Derrida, "This Strange Institution Called Literature," 42-43.
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existss completely in reserve), its dynamis, in other words, its power,
potentialityy t...).58

Thee same transition from "force" to "power" can be found with reference to literary
workss (Derrida speaks initially of the "force of their event," then of their "event [as]
powerfull enough," before concluding, "we will have to come back to this word
power"power"5959). ).
Itt

is

not

for

nothing

that

the

discussion

of

forces

in

Hegel's

PhenomenologyPhenomenology of Spirit culminates in the "law of the force" (that for D
becomess "the force of the law," and thus the condition of the possibility of the
appearancee of the law as phenomenon, of the phenomenon of the law): the two
levels,, the phenomenal and the ideal interact: Derrida speaks of the "power" of
singularity,, or of the "force" of the event of literature precisely in terms of
literature'ss formalizing ability. In other words, the literary phenomenon appears
too us in virtue of and as its progressive idealization, i.e., its infinite effort of selfcompletion.. If this is the case then the title "Force of Law" is tautological: the
forcee of the law is (derived from) the law (Gewalt means both "violence" and
"law').. The effect of the law, that is at the same time the condition of its
appearancee as a phenomenon (the law appears as being "in effect'), is a result
off its self-formalizing repetition.
Anotherr way to put this is that Derrida's discussion of singularity in literature
movess back and forth between, on the one hand, the historical occurrence of a
work'ss appearing-disappearing to us as a unique literary event differing from what
precededd it, and, on the other hand, what makes this unique occurrence possible
(iterabilityy as its formalizing force). Consider for example the following quote in which
Derridaa describes literature in terms of disappearing:

Iff there is no essence of literature - i.e., self-identity of the literary thing
-- if what is announced or promised as literature never gives itself as
such,, that means, (...) that a literature that talked only about literature
588
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orr a work that was purely self-referential would immediately be
annulled.. You'll say that that's maybe what's happening. In which case
itt is this experience of the nothing-ing of nothing that interests our
desiree under the name of literature. Experience of Being, nothing less,
nothingg more, on the edge of metaphysics, literature perhaps stands on
thee edge of everything, almost beyond everything, including itself.60

Alsoo Blanchot recounts, without naming it, a certain "text on literature where it is said
thatt it has a clear destiny which is to tend towards disappearance" (it could have
beenn Beckett were it not that his would not be a text on literature).61 The fact that the
notionn of singularity also has a place in Derrida's thought (and not merely as an
elementt subordinate to the concept of iterability) is coextensive with his interest in
literaturee as a dream (of pure singularity) - a dream of annulling itself. To quote
Blanchott again, "the necessity to write (its ethic) [is] nothing other than the infinite
movementt by which it vainly calls for disappearance."62 In this sense, literature could
bee the dream within which philosophy started, the "nightmare" of philosophy that
madee it set out on the way to ascertain its presence to itself. (Interestingly, where
Blanchott seems to think that the desire of a text to disappear cannot be fulfilled
Derridaa seems to think that it can - in a text that would be purely self-referential.)
Onee might legitimately ask, what is singular in a singular work? It seems
uncontestedd that there is nothing in a work of literature that would be absolutely
uniquee - literature repeats, it is never absolutely original and even the most
hermeticc text is not monadically closed upon itself (so that we could say that it is
"one").. To the contrary, Derrida stresses that the force of a singular work is that it
"condenses"" that which is beyond it. And yet he calls it "singular" for it is driven
byy a desire of becoming a singular achievement through a gesture of, and
simultaneouslyy with, making a singular moment appear: telling a story of a date
thatt is "one and not many." This story is moreover signed, gathered by a singular
signature.signature. The "signature" is not merely a sign conferring an identity: it is what
gatherss in itself the singular complexity of a text (like an encyclopedic novel,
foldingg in itself other contexts, the future and the past), its own idiom ("this is
600
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howw one writes, this is how one dreams of writing" says Derrida in

MonolingualismMonolingualism of the Other, writing comes from a dream that some
happenss to language, it is like a tattoo on the body of language), its functioning
ass a lens for a unique sequence of events. All those "singularities" are iterable,
andd hence, it would seem, not absolute {and moreover, they depend on their
iterabilityy for their occurrence). On the other hand, they must be called
absolutelyy "singular" insofar as their coming to appear cannot be accounted for
merelyy in terms of the established distinction between the particular and the
general. .
Fromm the perspective of iterability, that does not differentiate between a
conditionn of meaning and a condition of phenomenal appearance (iterability
conditionss both in one gesture) there is no difference between the singularity of
aa work and that of an event (a date, real or imaginary) represented within a work
(thee event of literature, the event in literature and the event outside of literature
alll consequently have the same status). This is what makes singularity in
Derrida'ss thought such an exceptionally broad notion. For most philosophers, the
meaningg of the singular is limited to its Hegelian definition: the unmediated
"this,"" or "now." Literature can aim at grasping "this particular sunset," even
thoughh it can never fully succeed. Alain Badiou remains to an extent faithful to
thiss tradition when he reads Beckett's work as a searching tool that arrives at
singularr events by way of elimination. In other words, in Badiou's view it is not a
particularr literary achievement that counts as singular but rather that which this
achievementt does or does not succeed in uncovering.
Theree is one further reason to focus on the notion of singularity. Since the
notionn of singularity captures well the problems connected with the eroding
borderlinee between literature and philosophy, it is not an accident that it is also
thee point at which the differences between Beckett's and Derrida's view of
literaturee (and the relation of their work to each other) can be most clearly
broughtt out. Beckett stands here for the kind of literature that is powerful enough
too interrogate its own status - and therewith to question the status of other
discoursess including that of philosophy. As for Derrida, his thought represents
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thee kind of philosophy (if it can still then be called this name) that would attempt
too do justice to literature - what Derrida refers to as the science of the alea.63

Outline Outline
II will begin my inquiry by examining in detail, in chapter one, how the notion of
literaturee functions in Derrida's discourse. Perhaps the most obvious observation
onee can make here is that there is a discrepancy between what Derrida says
literaturee is, and the notion he adheres to while selecting the works he
commentss upon. His choices might be seen as determined by accidental factors,
likelike conference invitations or just personal preferences. However, I will argue
thatt Derrida's readings of literature follow a certain pattern of interests, and that
thiss pattern, motivating the choice of the works in question, can be used to
establishh a narrower definition of what constitutes, in Derrida's thought, a
"literaryy event." I will define the literary event in Derrida in terms of the work's
abilityy to (hyper-) totalize and to establish its own law or, in other words, in terms
off the work's "economical" and "juridical" force.
II will then address the question of the functioning of the (absence of)
uniquee event in the work of arguably the most "eventless" writer ever: Samuel
Beckett.. A characteristic feature of Beckett's project is that of generating a world
inn which nothing happens: there are no dates, no events and no places that
wouldd pretend to character in any way. "[N]o, no dates for pity's sake."64 Anyone
familiarr with Beckett's En attendant Godot will have noticed the care with which
thee author avoids having in this play anything that could be qualified as unique
(whatt Alain Badiou in his study of Beckett's work calls "la suppression de toute
particularitéé descriptive"65). One of the things that Beckett excludes in this play is
datess (one of Derrida's terms for the singular). For example, the date of Vladimir
andd Estragon's appointment with Godot is not to be placed. Neither the time:

VLADIMIR:: He said Saturday. I think.
Andd what Barthes (in opposition to Descartes' dream of mathesis universalis) calls the mathesis
singularis. singularis.
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ÊSTRAGON:: You think. (...) But what Saturday? And is it Saturday? Is
itt not rather Sunday? [Pause.] Or Monday? [Pause.] Or Friday? (...) Or
Thursday?66 6

Norr the place:

ESTRAGON:: (...) You're sure it was here?
VLADIMIR:: What?
ESTRAGON:: That we were to wait.67

VLADIMIR:: [Looking round.] You recognize the place?
ESTRAGON:: I didn't say that.
VLADIMIR:: Well?
ESTRAGON:: That makes no difference.68

Everythingg that could be qualified as unique (for example the difference
betweenn this evening and the previous one) is dismissed by Estragon's
statementt "I am not a historian."69 Estragon's amnesia makes it impossible to
establishh any unique points of reference that could contribute to a differentiation
off time and/or space. Has the number of leaves on the tree changed? Is the pair
off shoes in the second act identical to or different from the pair that Estragon
hadd left there in the first - "yesterday"? (Assuming that he had any shoes, that
theree was a "yesterday," - details, of course, that he does not remember.)
Inn the second chapter I will discuss further the notion of the singular as
determiningg Derrida's understanding of literature. I will start with Derrida's essay
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inn which he addresses among other things the role of the punctum in Barthes'
CameraCamera lucida. Admittedly, punctum is a term Barthes employs for photography
andd not for literature. However, Derrida's "Deaths of Roland Barthes" is an essay
onn essay-writing, and thus on writing as much as on photography. Contrary to
whatt might be expected, Derrida does not discuss images there, but the writing,
thee "signature" of Roland Barthes.
Still,, it might be objected, in the wake of Barthes' essay, the punctum is
generallyy conceived of as a metaphor applying to (one aspect of) photography
andd that other figures of singularity used by Derrida stand closer to his
discussionn of literature - for example those of a "postcard," "signature" or "date."
Hence,, they would be more suited for the discussion of the working of singularity
inn language and/or literature. Yet one of the things Derrida shows in this essay is
thatt a "lens" can under certain circumstances be treated as just another
metaphorr of writing. (The interpretation of a text would then mean answering the
questionn of what happened in front of the lens - which is not necessarily the
samee as the question "what did the author see?"). Derrida reads Barthes'
punctumpunctum from his own perspective of thinking about singularity. Derrida's essay
makess for an attractive approach to the issue because the punctum as a
metaphorr of singularity is possessed of an almost austere visual simplicity (a
pointt or a piercing; one of its persuasive images is the "crack on the pane") that
Derrida'ss metaphors of a postcard or a signature do not have. Additionally,
Barthes'' dream of a mathesis singularis and Derrida's pursuit of the "science of
thee alea" were developed almost simultaneously {Camera lucida was published
inn 1980, Signeponge went through a long development between 1975 and
198470).. I will start with a very general discussion of the singular event, putting
asidee for the moment any particular contexts in which it might appear. My reason
forr doing so stems from the conviction that, independently of any contexts in
whichh they appear and independently of any distinct metaphorical networks that
mightt surround them, it is possible to represent a constant pattern along which
Derridaa discusses the working of a singular event. I will need this general
explicationn of a pattern that works at many levels simultaneously in order to be
ablee to link apparently different "locations" of singularity (for example, the
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singularr event within a work and the singular performance of the work as a
whole). .
Barthes'' project of a "protestation of singularity" is opposed to that of Joyce,
whoo has been Derrida's most important literary example throughout his whole
philosophicall project. Derrida interprets Joyce's program as one of gathering: it is
designedd to have accounted for everything, to remember everything and to anticipate
everything,, including all that we might say on its topic, in advance. In contrast,
Barthes,, with his Camera Lucida, (according to Derrida's interpretation) wants to
preservee the memory of one unique individual, his mother. Derrida reads Barthes'
projectt of mathesis singularis as a journey of the singular through its metonymie
avatarss that both fails and succeeds in preserving the singular. I will show that a
similarr Odyssey seems to be taking course in Beckett.
Thee remarkable austerity of Beckett's project makes one wonder whether
Marjoriee Perloff was not right in her critique of Derrida after all. Perhaps, as she
suggests,, ordinary language is a key to Beckett that Derrida simply misses in his
philosophicall vocabulary. In chapter four I will deal with this possibility. I will use
Perloff'ss reading of Beckett's Watt in terms of context-disorders to introduce the
discussionn of the functioning of iterability as a condition of meaning that
overridess the necessity of the presence of the "proper" context. I will rely for that
partt on my reading of Derrida's discussion with Austin and Searle in "Signature
Eventt Context" and Limited Inc.™
Inn chapter four I will return to my initial thesis that Derrida's professed
inabilityy to comment on Beckett stems from the fact that Beckett's work does not
fulfilll the requirements in terms of which Derrida reads literary works, namely
fromm Beckett's refusal to "totalize." However, I will also return to this motif in
orderr to show how, to an extent, and in a very different way, in terms of a
differentt philosophical filiation, Beckett's work can be read as "totalizing."
Havingg set up this provisional -- and fragile -- "bridge" between the work of
thee two authors, in the second part of my dissertation I will stage three points of
"transaction"" between Beckett and Derrida, where the singular is at stake. This
moree specific approach will allow me to show the slight but meaningful difference
off "tone"72 that separates the two enterprises. The three points will concern (1)
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thee extent to which it is still possible to speak about a human subject in the work
off both authors (chapter five), (2) the constitution of a law or a source of
authorityy in a literary work (chapter six), and (3) the question of to what degree
thee motives of "negative theology" present in the work of both Beckett and
Derridaa can be said function in an analogous way with respect to the purposes
theyy are serving (chapter seven).
Lett me briefly lay out the themes addressed in these chapters. In chapter
fivee I will address the singularity of the human subject. Many authors, in the
wakee of Emmanuel Levinas, perceive singularity as something having to do more
withh the human subject than with any event (Rudi Visker, Roland Breeur).
Singularity,, whether seen as Levinasian "being singled out," being called to
responsibilityy by an other, or as what Paul Ricoeur calls "ipseity" - a narrative
identityy -- refers us back to the contested notion of a subject. Habermas thinks
himselff to have justly condemned Derrida (together with the late Heidegger) for
allowingg "the disintegration of transcendental subjectivity," but it is not at all
certainn that "the philosophy of the subject is overcome"73 in Derrida. It is not for
nothingg that in his reading of the "yes phenomenon"7* as that which structures
andd gathers James Joyce's Ulysses Derrida insists on the various senses the
"oui"" translates: "what the French translation, co-signed by Joyce, translates by
'oui'' is not yes, but once, 'I am' and once 'I will.'"75 And further: "this yes-laughter
reaffirmss control of a subjectivity that draws everything together as it draws itself
together."766 This link between the iterability of the "yes" and the constitution of
subjectivityy (even though it must be kept in mind that the "yes" is "preontological,"" "pre-performative," and even "pre-transcendental") is quite crucial
forr Derrida. I will show a similar structure at work in Beckett.
Thee sixth chapter, which concerns the way in which a literary work
establishess for itself a singular law or a source of authority, will address three
possiblee ways of looking at literature: first, that of so-called New Criticism and
structuralistt aesthetics, in which the authority of literature, following form its
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autonomy,, is limited to the work itself; secondly, the diametrically opposed
perceptionn of Alain Badiou, according to whom the task of the linguistic work of
artt is to raise issues that would also be relevant in contexts exceeding the
literaryy work; and finally, the view of Derrida, which oscillates between the two
approaches.. In other words, Heidegger's famous question, "What are Poets for?"
cann be answered in a threefold way: (1) the task of literature is to produce
autonomouss unities that allow all their elements to be gathered around one
centrall unifying theme; (2) literature's task is to reveal to us something that is not
properlyy or essentially literary {say, the historicity of Being) and (3) literature's
taskk is to address that which exceeds the scope of literature, which it does by
meanss of provisional gestures of self-formalizing. This self-formalizing aspect of
literaturee is repeatedly shown by Derrida to exceed the literary context. The third
wayy of answering Heidegger's question permits us to see literature as what
Barthess dreamt of: mathesis singularis, in the sense of "the science of the
singular"" but also of "a singular, aleatory science."
Finally,, in chapter seven I will give a reading of Beckett's work as an
exercisee in the via negativa. Derrida's path of thinking has often been compared
too that of negative theology: différance, for example, is never explained in
positivee terms but always in terms of a "neither this nor that" pattern. Starting
fromm the given that, in negative theology, a procession via an accumulation of
negationss is intended as a means to attain a singular (in the sense of
"unmediated")) insight, I will show that whereas both Beckett and Derrida could
bee read in this way, the singular that they envisage may yet be different.
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